Fifty years ago, the presidents of America’s Big Ten Universities formally established a voluntary academic alliance – governed by the chief academic officers of each member university – that would enable them to leverage their considerable resources in research and teaching for the common good.

Headquartered in the Midwest, the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC) includes the Big Ten Universities plus the University of Chicago. As world-class research institutions with nearly 50,000 faculty, we have found much common ground and vast opportunities for collaboration.

Meet Your Colleagues

Relationships of trust and respect between CIC colleges and departments are keys to successful partnerships. Faculty from similar CIC departments often meet by telephone, videoconference, or while attending annual professional conferences to share experiences and identify opportunities to work together.

Over time, these informal academic networks have fostered successful activities in Engineering, Nursing, Political Science, Women’s Studies, Asian American Studies, American Indian Studies, and several other disciplines.

Enhance Your Scholarship and Research

The CIC library collections are known to scholars worldwide, reflecting decades of careful investment to build distinctive resources for research. In 2007, CIC entered into an agreement with Google to digitize up to 10 million volumes from all CIC member libraries; these books will be available via Google Book Search and local library catalogs.

The CIC library directors have co-invested nearly $6 million to build a shared digital repository (SDR) that will house the Google content along with a wide array of other research materials. This unprecedented access to academic resources provides a strategic scholarly advantage to CIC members. When using print materials, CIC faculty have borrowing privileges at any CIC member library either in person or through a request for delivery.

Recently, the faculty governance bodies of the CIC institutions have endorsed the “Addendum to Publication Agreements for CIC Authors.” The addendum assists faculty authors in retaining rights to use their published work for teaching, to post in discipline-specific archives or institutional repositories, and to share among colleagues to advance academic discourse.

Mentor and Recruit Diverse Students

Each summer, the CIC Summer Research Opportunities Program (SROP) convenes a diverse and national cohort of talented undergraduates who are conducting research at CIC universities. The program offers a valuable opportunity for faculty to mentor and recruit prospective graduate students from underrepresented groups.

Join Them in Academic Collaborations

In 2005, the CIC Deans of Arts & Sciences launched an effort to establish a voluntary, systematic method of sharing courses across the curriculum to enhance access to specialized graduate and low enrollment offerings for all participating CIC universities and their students. In the first two years of the pilot, almost 40 courses were shared online or by videoconference including dozens of less commonly taught languages (LCTLs) and graduate seminars in area studies, Chemical Informatics, English, History, Political Methodologies, and Speech & Hearing Sciences.

Faculty enjoy sharing courses via CourseShare for the chance to collaborate with respected peers at CIC institutions, expand course enrollment with talented students, employ new technologies, fill curricular gaps, preserve specialized courses, and strengthen student recruitment efforts.

Develop Your Leadership Potential

By leveraging resources and culling the expertise of its member institutions, CIC offers professional development opportunities that are relevant to today’s academic leaders.

Established in 1987, the Academic Leadership Program (ALP) is an intense series of seminars designed to cultivate leadership and managerial skills of faculty who have demonstrated exceptional ability and administrative promise. Many of the program’s 960 Fellows have gone on to serve with distinction as college presidents, provosts, and deans.

The Departmental Executive Officer (DEO) seminar is an annual three-day training event targeted at newly appointed department heads, with topics ranging from conflict resolution and time management to faculty development, performance evaluations, and group problem solving. Since 1997, more than 450 department heads and chairs have participated.

To learn more about our professional development and other opportunities, visit www.cic.net.
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In 2001, the CIC Committee on Distance Education was dissolved, but the CIC Faculty Collaborations digital course-sharing initiative continued. In its first year, CIC faculty shared 36 courses. In the second year, 123 courses were shared. The number of shared courses has continued to grow. To use this program, a faculty member needs only to submit an electronic course syllabus and the CICNet system will host it online.

In early 2006, the CIC Board of Chairs reconstituted the Committee on Distance Education, now known as the CIC Committee on Distance Learning. The committee is a standing committee of the CIC Presidents’ Council that monitors the use and development of distance learning at CIC institutions. The committee also assists CIC faculty in developing effective distance learning courses and materials.
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